Specification

Power source: AC200V (3 phases) 30A-line
Air: More than 0.5Mpa 1 line

Object: Cosmetic powder for foundation, eye shadow, face color, and so on

Number of color: 6 colors (Pumps) This drawing shows 4 pumps

Pan size
- 2 pans in 1 holder: 60mm x 70mm (max)
- 4 pans in 1 holder: 30mm x 30mm (max)
- 8 pans in 1 holder: 15mm x 30mm (max)

Speed
- 2 pans in 1 holder BIM: 16pcs/min
- 4 pans in 1 holder BIM: 32pcs/min
- 8 pans in 1 holder BIM: 64pcs/min

Pressure indication

Operator: 2 - 4 (Pan supply, product ejection)
- Possible to reduce the operator by pan supply feeder (Option)

Transportation: Turn table
Press mechanism: Servo motor
Pressure: 50kgf - 350kgf
Pump mechanism: Servo motor
BIM: Torque (pressure) control, Top filling: Position control
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